Fast track your play-based exploration with confidence.

With diminishing numbers of new play ideas, the oil and gas exploration sector runs the risk of becoming stale. Limited resources and a decline in expertise hamper our industry’s efforts to innovate new play concepts and reduce subsurface uncertainty. Regional geological interpretations underpinned by a globally consistent stratigraphic framework are therefore a fundamental requirement to efficiently, effectively, and confidently predict the presence of new play concepts and understanding the associated subsurface risks.

Neftex® Predictions delivers the most comprehensive integrated regional framework available for exploration, underpinned by an unrivalled infrastructure for subsurface prediction. This cloud-deployed suite of integrated tools enables you to efficiently delve into over 600 million years of global geoscience to identify global analogues and predict play potential in both mature and data poor regions.

The ability to predict into frontier regions allows you to explore new ideas, reduce sub-surface uncertainty, and gain a better appreciation of the risks associated with potential plays. With these insights available, you can rapidly evaluate opportunities for organic and inorganic growth and expand your exploration portfolio with confidence.